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Maturity Assessments
First popularised by the 
Carnegie Melon Software 
Development Capability 
Maturity Model 

Maturity Assessments 
embody considerable 
compactly encoded 
knowledge and IP

They provide a quick, low 
effort and low barrier to 
entry engagement which 
offers considerable client 
value

They highlight areas where 
maturity is low and effort 
should be applied to 
improve performance

Consultants performing 
MAs are in a great position 
to provide follow on 
training, consulting and 
tools

Inspired has been leveraging 
them for some years, but 
stepped this up in 2020 



DOD Architecture Maturity Model (Inspired Summary)

http://pubs.opengroup.org/architecture/togaf8-doc/arch/chap27.html#tag_28_03
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Client Context
Inspired is a small but highly skilled consultancy 
providing Enterprise Architecture, Methods 
Engineering and Modelling Consulting and Training 
to Corporate Clients

It also develops and supports the Enterprise Value 
Architect Repository and Enterprise Modelling 
Platform which is sold on a SaaS basis

The organisation has used maturity models in 
consulting and training for many years. It had 
developed unique in-house data management and 
application landscape models. These were not 
automated other than ad hoc spreadsheets

The author and colleagues had also developed 
extensions to add value to maturity models. These 
included algorithms for scoring, guidance in moving 
up, prioritisation algorithms and assistance with 
derivation of plans

During the Covid Pandemic, the organisation 
decided to develop a Pandemic Readiness model to 
share with clients and the community. There was a 
desire to put this online to make it broadly available

The EVA toolset was seen as a vehicle to rapidly 
enable this



Requirements
R1:    The system must be able to handle a wide variety of maturity models 

without code change - i.e. Model properties such as concerns, 
maturity levels, questions, recommendations etc. should be held as 
user editable data in the repository 

R2:    It should provide support for assessment, scoring, graphing results, 
storing assessments 

R3:    Client security and privacy should be respected 

R4:    Scoring should allow inclusion of a radar/Kiviat graph 

R5:    Models may include recommendations, which may have relative effort 
and dependencies  

The above requirements were identified early on and formed a baseline. 
Other requirements were added as we gained experience and as we 
leveraged the early work to start providing the platform to commercial 
partners to support their own models. Further requirements included : 

R6:    Ability to invoke the assessment for a given model using a URL which 
identifies the model without requiring a login (to provide "service" 
models anonymously - e.g. the Pandemic Readiness Model) 

R7:    Ability to invoke a given model providing a unique but anonymous 
client identity. This identity to be used to store the assessment. An API 
to be provided to allow retrieval of the list of models for the client id 
or a given model using the id and date/time. This was necessary to 
meet privacy legislation and to separate management of client 
information (by the partner) and model execution (by our solution) 

R8:   Provision of summary results vs full results (to allow model providers 
to encourage client interaction with them before providing full 
results) 

R9:    Provide assessment scores and results data via an API to allow model 
providers to retrieve details for their clients and use the data to 
format their own custom reports (e.g. in Excel, PowerPoint or .pdf) 
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Enterprise Value Architect
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Tool Capabilities
1. Meta Model - This can be easily defined or extended 
by users via provided interfaces or graphical modelling 
facilities. Extensions are immediately active and customise 
provided user interfaces so that relevant data and 
relation- ships can be maintained and reports generated. 
[McLeod 2001] 

2. User Interface - The tool allows the development of 
custom views which are developed in a combination of 
HTML, CSS and embedded Smalltalk [Goldberg and 
Robson 1983] code that allows accessing full facilities 
within the tool. Custom views can be defined at runtime 
and immediately deployed. They can be attached to user 
menus for ease of use. Views can initiate subsequent 
views 

3. Calculated Properties - The tool supports calculated 
properties as part of type definitions within meta models. 
Any kind of calculation can be supported and these can 
reference properties of the item on which they are 
contained, properties of related items, or items 
elsewhere in the repository via type/item/property ids 

4. APIs - It is very easy to create custom APIs. These are 
held as code in the repository.  Again,  API definition can 
occur at runtime.  APIs can then be invoked in the typical 
fashion by a client application performing a log on to the 
application (thereby obtaining security credentials) and 
then using a REST style URL. Data can be returned in any 
required format, typically JSON, CSV,  XML or HTML 



Tool Capabilities (2)
Other features of the tool which provided useful facilities include: 

1. HTMLtextfields-These store formatted text of any length which 
allows holding descriptions, questions and recommendations. They 
can also hold generated output, such as a results report 

2. Picture fields - These allow storing web or print friendly pictures 
(e.g. .jpeg, .png, .gif). These may be used to store images for 
explanation or branding purposes 

3. Hyperlink fields - These allow storing references to other pages, 
such as help text or sources of assistance (such as a consulting 
service or training offering) 

4. Graph and visualisation plotting facilities (provided by an 
embedded Pharo [Open_Source 2022b] Roassal [Bergel 2022] 
server). This allows definition of a variety of graphs and 
visualisations which can be returned as images included in web 
output or stored in Picture fields (2) 

5. A comprehensive security model allowing fine grained control 
over users, groups, roles, access and update permissions 

6. Dynamic language and live programming environment. The tool 
is written in VA Smalltalk [Instantiations 2022] and exploits the 
dynamic typing and live programming capabilities unique to 
Smalltalk to good advantage. It allows code for calculated 
properties, custom user interfaces and APIs to be edited through 
the web interface and held in the repository. This code can then be 
executed without the need for a compile / link / deploy / launch 
cycle. This vastly speeds up development 

7. Output Formats - The tool already supports the generation of 
output in various languages including: HTML/CSS; XML, CSV and 
JSON 



Meta Model
Client groups Assessments done for an Organisation

Maturity Model relates the Columns (levels) and Rows 
and Guidance. Concerns can be grouped into Dimensions

Questions fall within a Concern (row) and Column

An Assessment records the user responses and results 
generated

Tasks can result from selecting Guidance items for action

Resources can be allocated to Tasks

Scoring is achieved through user maintained declarative 
formulas held on the Score Dimension
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How our Maturity Assessment Works
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Maturity Questionnaire



Maturity Ranking



Maturity Improvement Guidance



Maturity Improvement 
Selecting, Ranking, Dependencies, Help



Maturity Improvement 
Programme of Action



Demonstration
Running a Maturity Model on the SaaS 
platform 



Analysis
Approx Code Statements

CSS 294 
JavaScript 127 
Smalltalk 918 
HTML Generated



Reflection
Initial Implementation was rapid

Meta model was done and captured within a day. 
This allowed capture of model content

Custom views for questionnaire, scores and 
recommendations were completed within a week

Implementation of the graphing and return to 
browser as a graphic took approximately two 
days, including a learning curve 

The initial implementation was up and live within 
two weeks

Subsequent work added capabilities to retrieve 
models via an API, to import models from 
spreadsheet and to return partial results and data 
sets in XML or CSV

The platform has been used to support 
approximately eight different maturity models to 
date without modification

Platform has been adopted by two international 
partners for running their own maturity models 
to large customer and prospect bases

Return on modelling effort has been remarkable
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